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About Homebase Scheduling Platform 
Thank you for volunteering to participate in the Kitsap County 
Severe Weather Shelter Program! 

We are using the platform Homebase to help schedule volunteers to cover 
shifts during shelter activations. 
 
Homebase is available as a web application, viewable in your computer’s web 
browser, or as a mobile app for Apple and Android Phones. 

With this platform you can claim open shifts, volunteer to work at different 
locations, receive email and SMS notifications, and receive reminders of 
shifts. 

The following pages of this guide will walk you through the process of 
accessing the site, claiming a shift, dropping shifts, scheduling time off, and 
adjusting your preferred settings. 

You can find introductory videos on the using the Homebase website or 
mobile app for scheduling severe weather shelter shifts at: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-jqvvvMx4x14iEQuMVBFlw  
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Homebase has a library of Video Tutorials and A Frequently Asked Questions 
section. 

Video Tutorials - https://app.joinhomebase.com/help  
Frequently Asked Questions - http://joinhomebase.com/support  

https://app.joinhomebase.com/help
http://joinhomebase.com/support
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Getting Started using the 
Homebase Website 
Prior to the start of the Severe Weather Shelter (SWS) Season, you will receive an 
invitation to join Homebase by email.  This message will come from 
info@joinhomebase.com.  

To Join by Email 

• Open the email title “Your 
Manager has invited you to 
join Homebase” 

• Click the link “Set your 
Password” 

• Your web browser will open a 
window that will ask you to 
create a password to access 
your account. 
 
 

• Create a password, and re-type 
the password in the Password 
Confirmation field. 

• Press the “Set my Password” 
link after typing a password for 
your account. 

• After creating your account, you will automatically be redirected to your 
homepage.  

mailto:info@joinhomebase.com
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Scheduling Shift Volunteers 
Notification 

When Kitsap County Department of Emergency Management makes the 
determination to activate the severe weather shelters, you will receive an email 
titled: 

“SWS – {{Shelter Name}} – New Schedule Published” from “Shelter 
Coordinator via Homebase” 

 

Logging In 

You may open the link at the bottom of the email labeled “Sign In to Trade Shifts” or 
go to the url https://app.joinhomebase.com/accounts/sign_in  

 

After entering your email address and password you will be logged into your 
personal dashboard. 

https://app.joinhomebase.com/accounts/sign_in
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Approving Shifts 

From your personal dashboard there are a few steps you need to take to approve 
claimed shifts. 

1. If you work at multiple locations, select the location you are scheduling from 
the drop-down location menu along the top navigation bar.  If you only 
volunteer at one location skip to step 2. 

2. Press the Schedule button to go to the scheduling page. 

 

3. Shifts to which volunteers have made claims will have a red exclamation mark 
in the upper left corner.  Press this exclamation mark to open the list of 
volunteers that have made a claim. 
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4. The menu will show a list of volunteers that have offered to take the shift in 
chronological order.  Volunteers that have a conflict, such as being scheduled 
at the same time at this location or another location will include a red note 
detailing the issue.  Select the volunteer in the list you would like to assign the 
shift. 
 

 

5. Press the “Approve” button.   
  
  
Volunteers will automatically receive notification by email and push 
notification (if using the mobile app) if they were approved for the shift, or if 
the shift was assigned to a different volunteer. 

Note:  As 2 volunteers are needed to fully staff a shift, there will be 2 

identical shifts listed.  Volunteers must apply for both shifts.  When 

you make approvals, volunteers will receive notifications from both 

approvals.  Volunteers will get both a notification that they got the 

shift and did not get the shift.  Any emails stating they got the shift 

means they are scheduled to work.  

4 

5 
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6. Repeat for each shift that has had volunteer claims. 

Assigning Shifts 

1. If a volunteer cannot use Homebase, or works as a pair with their partner, the 
volunteer will need to contact the person scheduling shifts and inform the 
scheduler of the shifts they would like to work. 

2. Select the Open Shift the volunteer will be 
taking.  If there have been no claims, click 
directly on the shift. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If there have been claims to the shift click the red 
exclamation mark.  If a volunteer works as a pair and 
has made a claim to the shift, choose their name and 
select “Approve”.  If the volunteer has not made a 
claim, at the bottom of the menu select “Edit Shift 
Details”.   
 

3. In the pop-up window select the volunteer from 
the drop-down list. 
 
 

4. Press Save 
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Publishing Changes 

1. The selection of a volunteer in Steps 3-4 will be staged (see light colored box 
below) until the change is published.  To complete any manual assigning of 
shifts, you will need to publish the changes to update the schedule and send 
notifications the volunteer.  

 

2. Press the Publish button (see picture above) and a slide out menu will appear 
(see picture right).  
 

3. Select Notifications – The options are: 
  - Notify everyone on the team  
  - Notify team members with changes only 
  - Do not notify anyone 
 
Select Notify team members with changes only. 
 

4. Press Publish at the bottom of the slide out menu. 
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Approval History 

If the shift was Approved (the volunteer claimed the shift and was approved see 
Approving Shifts pg. 5) click the word “Approvals” below the shift to see a list of 
claims made to the shift in chronological order. 
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Employee/Role Views 
There are 2 views available in Homebase to organize how the shift schedules are 
presented on the schedule page. 

Employee View 

This view is helpful to see what shifts all volunteers are working.  Select 1) Employee 
view, 2) Tools Menu then select 3) Shifts from all Locations.  This will help show 
shifts volunteers are scheduled to work at other locations. 

 

  

1 2 
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Role View 

The Role View is useful to provide a simplified view of the schedule, only showing 
shifts at the current location, organized by roles available and the name of the 
volunteer assigned, or OPEN if the shift has not yet been assigned. Select 1) Role 
View to see the simplified view. 

 

Printing a Schedule 

To print a readable schedule, select the role view, then press the 1) print button in 
the schedule menu bar.  A slide out menu will appear with options.  Make a choice 
and Homebase will generate a pdf schedule. 

 
  

1 

Shift Volunteers listed 
by shift hours.  If a 
name is displayed the 
shift is assigned to the 
volunteer, if it states 
OPEN the shift has 
not been approved or 
assigned. 
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Resolving Shift Conflicts 
As multiple people work on scheduling volunteers at multiple locations there is the 
possibility that schedule conflicts will occur.  These conflicts need to be resolved to 
ensure that all shelters are fully staffed and that volunteers are not inadvertently 
scheduled at the same time in multiple locations.   

Find/Identify Shift Conflicts 

If your schedule includes a shift conflict, there will be a number in red following the 
“Conflicting” selector above the schedule. 
 

 
 

Press the “Conflicting” selector.  This will grey out shifts without conflicts, 
highlighting those that do have a conflict.  Shifts with conflicts will also show a red 
exclamation mark in the upper left corner of the assigned shift. 
 
The above example shows there is 1 conflicting shift, highlighted in bright blue with a 
red exclamation mark is the shift with the conflict. 

To resolve the conflict the shift will need to be assigned to another user.   

Resolving if shift was Approved 

If the shift was assigned by Approval (the volunteer claimed the shift and was 
approved see Approving Shifts pg. 5) click the word “Approvals” below the shift with 
the conflict to see a list of other volunteers who made a claim for the shift.  You may 
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be able to reassign this shift to another volunteer in the list. 

            

Look through the shift claim history to see a list of volunteers that had made a claim 
for the shift.  Use the employee view and turn on Shifts from other locations (see 
Employee View pg. 9) to check users to see if they can be assigned to the shift, or if 
they have another shift at the time in question. 

Follow Steps 3-8 of Assigning Shifts, pg. 7-8, to assign the conflicted shift to another 
user. 

Make sure to Publish to save your changes. 

Resolving if shift was Assigned 

If there are no approvals to view you can either assign the shift to Open (if still 
actively looking for volunteers to cover), or contact other volunteers to fill the shift. 

Follow Steps 3-8 of Assigning Shifts, pg. 7-8, to assign the conflicted shift to another 
user. 

Make sure to Publish to save your changes. 
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Creating Events 
Events are a convenient way to list important notes on the schedule page.  An event 
consists of a title and additionally detailed text under event description.  Events are a 
way to leave information about the on-duty Site Manager, the Backup Person 
contact information, the Mission Number, and other potential information you 
would like volunteers to be able to see for a day. 

Add Event 

To create an event mouse over the Events row on the day you want to add an event.  
As you mouse over an “ADD+” button will appear, press the Add+ button. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        

The Add Event pop-up will appear.  Include a clear title, for example “Site Manager – 
{{Manager Name}}”, and in the Event Description include the phone number to reach 
the Site Manager.  To finish press the green “Add Event” button.  Publishing is not 
required to save your created events. 

If an event covers a range of days, all week for example, list the event at the 
beginning of the range, and include the dates within the event description. 

Volunteers cannot view other user profiles in Homebase to see contact information, 
but Managers can see volunteer email and phone numbers.  Including phone 
numbers in the Event Description field will allow volunteers to find a contact number 
to reach the Backup Person and Site Managers from within Homebase. 
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Change or Delete an Event 

To update an event with new information, or to delete the event, click the event. 

 

Make any edit necessary and select “Save Changes” to update the event.  To delete 
simply press the “Delete” button.  

Events to Include 

The following events should be represented on the schedule in Homebase on a 
weekly basis (not dependent upon activation): 

• Site Manager(s) – include the name and phone numbers of Site Managers, and 
the days they are on duty. 

• Schedulers – if your shelter site has volunteers or staff in charge of scheduling 
shifts, include the days they will be responsible for scheduling and their 
preferred contact information. 

The following events will be added during an activation: 
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• Mission Number – The Shelter Coordinator will add this during an activation 

• Backup Person – If your site has scheduled a Backup Person, include an event 
“Backup Person – {Name}” and include their phone number in the details. 

 

 

  
Contact the Shelter Coordinator if you have questions or need assistance with 
events. 

Convert Backup Person to an Event 

The Backup Person role is not required to activate a shelter, but it is advisable to 
have a person on standby to fill in if another volunteer cannot make their shift.  
Approve or assign this Backup shift as outlined in Approving Shifts or Assigning Shifts 
pages 5-8 of this manual.  After the shelter is fully staffed create an event for each 
activation day for each Backup Person. 

1. Approve or Assign the Backup Person - Approve or assign this shift as outlined 
in Approving Shifts or Assigning Shifts pages 5-8 of this manual. 
 
 

2. Create an Event – Create an event with the Backup Person role, the name of 
the person, and their phone number. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If you have a regular backup person or have 
scheduled in advance, you can include these 
events weekly, during an activation the Backup 
Person shift request will be skipped. 
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3. The Shelter Coordinator will perform the following steps after noon, and after 
the final schedule has been published at each site.   

a. Reassign the shift – After the event is created, select the backup shift.  In 
the pop-up reassign the shift to the user “Not Assigned”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b. Press the “Save” button 

c. Publish the change (see Publishing Changes pg. 8). 

The above steps will save the claim history of the Backup shift, while assigning the 
shift to the “Not Assigned” user.   

The purpose of reassigning this shift is to allow volunteers to request a cover from 
the Backup Person from the Request Cover menu (in the example here requesting 
from John Doe).  If the Backup shift is not reassigned, Homebase sees the Backup 
Person as working during the scheduled time and hides the person from the 
Request Cover menu. By reassigning the Backup shift to “Not Assigned”, 
volunteers can now select the Backup Person (John Doe) from the Request Shift 
menu. 
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Shift Trades 
Homebase allow volunteers to request to trade shifts, for example in the event of 
emergencies, illnesses, and other events do happen which would make it impossible 
or hazardous to work a shift.  Refer to the Homebase User Manual to see how shift 
trades are initiated by volunteers. 

Your approval is not required for volunteers to contact the backup 

person and find a cover if they are unable to make their shift.  

Confirmation of shift coverage will be made directly over the phone 

with the Backup Person.  The Shift Trades process keeps the 

schedule updated and accounts for hours worked. 

You will receive a notification, such as an email and/or push notification if using the 
mobile app. 

To approve shift trades: 

1. Log in to Homebase 

2. Press the “Bell” alerts icon in the 
navigation bar. 

3. Press “Accept” to approve the trade 
request. 
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Messaging/Notifications 
Homebase includes functions to send an email to the team (all volunteers available 
at a shelter site) or messaging through the built-in messaging function of the 
website. 

This is a helpful function to broadcast information to all volunteers at a location with 
the same message.  This functionality will be used by the Shelter Coordinator for 
additional requests for shift coverage. 

While this functionality is useful for additional request notifications to volunteers, it 
is not a great solution for two-way communication.  If you are reaching out to your 
volunteers it preferable to contact volunteers through your personal email (or a 
phone call) as users will be able to reply or respond directly, you can include CC and 
BCC, and forward as needed.   

If a user does reach out via the in-built messaging app, you can reply to the user 
about their inquiry, but also encourage them to contact you via phone or email. 
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Messaging through the built-in messenger 

To view incoming messages, or to send a message through Homebase press the chat 
button in the purple navigation bar 

 

The slide-out menu will show ongoing conversation threads.  
You will see conversations for Entire Team, All Managers, 
Celebration, and any direct messages you may have 
received. 

Conversations which you have not read or reviewed since 
your last visit will be shown in bold type with a blue dot and 
time listed to the right. 

Read and Reply to a Conversation 

To read a conversation click on the title to open the 
discussion. 

The conversation will be displayed in chronological 
order, oldest messages above, newest toward the 
bottom. 

To reply, click on where it says “Type a message” along 
the bottom and type your response.  Send by pressing 
the [Enter] or [Return] key. 

When finished click the back     button to close the 
conversation. 
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Start a Conversation 

To begin a conversation from the messaging menu select the 
 edit button to begin a conversation. 

Next select your participants.  Press the dropdown menu and 
select the volunteers you would like to reach with your message. 

Once you have selected your participants for the message press 
the “Start” button 

Type your message in the “My Response” field, then Send by 
pressing the [Enter] or [Return] key.  

 

Personal Settings 
 

You can change how and when you get Alerts and Notifications from Homebase. 
 

1. To change your settings, select the “Settings” button in the purple navigation 
bar. 

 

 
 

2. Personal Info 
 

a. Your name and the locations where you volunteer will be listed on your 
Personal Info page. If you need to change your email address or phone 
number, please contact Michelle Moen at Kitsap County Department of 
Emergency Management (360) 307-5881 or MMoen@co.kitsap.wa.us to 
update your information. 
 

b. If you wish to change, add, or drop your volunteer locations please 
contact the Shelter Coordinator Cory Derenburger at (360) 337-7287 or 

mailto:MMoen@co.kitsap.wa.us
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cderenbu@co.kitsap.wa.us  
 

c. Your email and phone number on Homebase will only be visible to Site 
Managers, other volunteers cannot see your personal information. 
 

3. Alerts & Notifications 
 

a. You may change when and by what methods you receive notifications 
from Homebase.  You can check or uncheck the corresponding boxes to 
enable or disable certain notifications.  You may also adjust the number 
of hours prior to a shift to receive a SMS notification shift reminder. 
 

b. Make sure to click the “Save Changes” button to save your changes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

mailto:cderenbu@co.kitsap.wa.us
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Approval and Scheduling Strategies 
Not all shifts are created equal.  Some shifts may be more difficult to fill in some 
locations, and some days more difficult than others.  In the following sections are a 
few ideas to help ensure you are assigning shifts wisely. 

Limit Scheduling to One Manager at a Time 

Having more than one person managing scheduling simultaneously can cause 
scheduling issues.  The Homebase schedule page is not instantly updated with 
changes, so one manager scheduling a shift can make a change, another person 
scheduling would not see this change until refreshing their browser window.   

Review Shift Claims 

Before approving shifts look through each open shift and note which shifts have the 
fewest claims.   

Check that volunteers are making claims to BOTH identical shifts.  If a volunteer 
seems to have a pattern of only making a claim to one shift, but not the other, 
remind them that they need to sign up for both shifts. 

Approve Shifts with the Fewest Claims First 

As request for additional requests for coverage notifications will be sent out at 9am 
and 10am, it may be best to wait until 15 minutes to the hour to begin assigning 
shifts.  Begin approving the shifts with the fewest number of claims first.  

Part 
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Pair New Volunteers with Experienced Volunteers 

Keep a look out for new volunteers claiming shifts.  Refer to the Volunteer Lists sent 
by KCDEM and be familiar with new volunteers.  Make sure that a new volunteer is 
scheduled to work with an experienced volunteer for the first few shifts they work.  
Also make sure to schedule new volunteers when possible so that they have a 
chance to learn. 

Know Your Volunteers Working in Pairs 

Homebase does not have a function to ensure that volunteers that prefer to work 
together are scheduled together.  Know which volunteers work in pairs and look for 
these volunteers to schedule together. 

Schedule in Advance if Preferred 

If it will work better for your shelter site to schedule in advance for Backup Persons 
and/or Shift Volunteers you are welcome to plan ahead.  In this case schedule 
Backup Persons as events in advance on the schedule.  If a Backup Person is listed 
the Shelter Coordinator will not list the Backup shift as an available shift to fill during 
an activation. 

Do not list Shift Volunteers on the schedule in advance unless you can ensure that 
the scheduled workers are VERY clear about when they are scheduled to work during 
an activation.  Report to the Shelter Coordinator the number of open shifts and 
times needed prior to notifications being sent at 8am. 

Last Call 

At 10am the last request for assistance is sent out for shift coverage.  During this 
time contact your remaining stalwart volunteers to cover the last difficult to fill 
shifts.  Between 10am-11:15am use this window to follow-up with volunteers by 
other means.  Backup persons or Site Manager may elect to cover these shifts if the 
shelter is not fully staffed by 11:15am. 
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Timelines and Workflows 
SWS Activation Communication Timeline 

 
Each step should occur at or before the time noted 

Time Action 

7:30am Decision to Activate is reported to Shelter Coordinator 

8:00am Shelter Coordinator posts OPEN Shifts schedule to volunteers 

8:45am Site Managers/Schedulers Approve and Assign Shifts – Inform Coordinator if fully staffed 

9:00am Shelter Coordinator sends emails and notifications to teams if shifts remain unfilled 

9:45am Site Managers/Schedulers Approve and Assign Shifts – Inform Coordinator if fully staffed 

10:00am Shelter Coordinator sends last request emails and notifications to teams if shifts remain unfilled 

11:15am Site Managers/Schedulers report to Shelter Coordinator final staffing status determining if 
shelter will open or not (if not reported earlier). 

11:30am Shelter Coordinator Reports to DEM Shelter Status 

12:00pm 

DEM sends Shelter Activation Notices to providers and community organizations 

Shelter Coordinator posts email and notifications about shelter activation status to volunteers 
by email, updates HSC website, and sends KITSAPSWS messages 

Shelter Opens 

9pm If no guests arrive Shelter Volunteers inform CENCOM (360) 308-5400 that the shelter is 
closing.  Shelter Volunteers then contact following shift volunteers and Site Manager to notify 
of closure. 
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Homebase Workflow 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
How can I reduce the number of notifications I receive? 

You can reduce the number of notification by email, text message, or push 
notification from the settings menus from the Homebase website or mobile app.  
See pages 15 and 29 for more information on adjusting these settings. 

Why am I not seeing any emails or getting notifications about 
staffing the shelter? 

You will only see requests for coverage by email or SMS text message if the 
Department of Emergency Management determines that the weather conditions 
meet requirements to open the severe weather shelters.  If the weather does not 
meet requirements to open there will be no messages sent requesting shift 
coverage.   
 
Please also check your email SPAM or JUNK box to make sure that these emails are 
not being accidentally filtered as spam. 

Can a Site Manager claim open shifts? 

Yes, Managers can take and fill OPEN shifts if needed but be aware that Managers 
will be automatically approved for the shift.  If the shift is open for volunteers to 
make claims and a manager makes a claim to the shift, the Manager is automatically 
approved and the volunteers making claims will be automatically denied.  If a 
manager is filling an open shift, sign up last. 

Part 
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Where are the Mobile App Instructions? 

The Homebase Site Manager Manual does not include instructions for using the 
mobile app.  During an activation the mobile proves cumbersome for bulk 
approving/assigning, but it can be useful for smaller tasks such as looking up contact 
information for a volunteer on the fly or approving a trade request. You may use the 
mobile app if desired, but instructions are not provided. 

Why don’t I see any open shifts on the schedule to cover? 

There are two possibilities for why you may not see any open shifts to take when 
responding to a shift request. 

1. There is not an activation in progress. 

2. All the open shifts have already been scheduled and the shelter is fully staffed. 

3. It is possible that you may be seeing the schedule for a different week, please 
make sure to check the date range to ensure that your web app or mobile app 
is showing the current week.  

     

How do I change my email address or phone number? 

If you need to change your email address or phone number, please contact Michelle 
Moen at Kitsap County Department of Emergency Management (360) 307-5881 or 
MMoen@co.kitsap.wa.us to update your information.  Please do not change this 
settings within Homebase, as these changes will not be reported back to SWS 
partners. 
 

mailto:MMoen@co.kitsap.wa.us
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How do I change, add, or remove locations where I volunteer? 

If you wish to change, add, or drop your volunteer locations please contact the 
Shelter Coordinator Cory Derenburger at (360) 337-7287 or 
cderenbu@co.kitsap.wa.us  

How do I know if I am scheduled to work? 

You will receive a list of your scheduled shifts by: SMS Text, Push Notification, and 
Email 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

What if I have other questions about using Homebase? 

Please contact the Shelter Coordinator Cory Derenburger at (360) 337-7287 or 
cderenbu@co.kitsap.wa.us  
 

mailto:cderenbu@co.kitsap.wa.us
mailto:cderenbu@co.kitsap.wa.us
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